Once you go alien
….you really do never go back
The shroud of mystery and misinformation
has clouded the skies on the field of investigative research for far too long. It’s time
for a change of heart, says Enzo Brabazon,
and some overdue consideration for some
previously derisible theories.
UFOs, crop circles, planet X or little green men. It’s whacky, right?

No self-respecting scientist has ever gone anywhere near these topics, often out of fear of
being dismissed or even ridiculed. After those topics, where is there to go? Other than
straight down the plug hole along with your hard-fought for career.
But times are moving forward.
UFOs for one are being sighted with increasing regularity. ‘Well that’s because nowadays everyone has got a smart phone,’ is the frequently used line from the sceptical non-believers. ‘It’s
obvious why there are more pictures, because more people have phones on which to capture
them.’
That particular statement has not been thought through as a conceived argument.
To start with, it gives the game away. There actually are unexplainable objects hanging around in
our skies: objects that rip up the scientific rule book drawn up by Newton with his apple and defy
the fundamental laws of gravity.
And anyway, people have had phones that
can take pictures for well over twenty
years. So again, why the sudden uptick in
the past year or two?
[publication name] spoke to a Facebook
UFO group moderator: “It’s becoming crazy
out there. Our group has expanded to almost 150,000 people and the amount of
genuine sightings has gone through the
ceiling over the past 18 months.”

Ever since records began the US government - with all their military might - have
used the flattening line: “UFOs don’t exist.
End of story.” Until just this year when almost 800,000 files (or 13 million pages!) of
declassified documents were released
online.

The move came after lengthy efforts from freedom of information advocates and a lawsuit
against the CIA which was never concluded – when the CIA quietly dumped the entire collection
of catalogues on UFOs from the 1940s through to the early 1990s.

The records of course include UFO sightings but also information on psychic experiments from the
Stargate programme, which has peaked the interest of conspiracy theorists for many years. In one
1983 file, Uri Geller is found to have been able to recreate the image drawn by an officer in a separate room often with an accuracy that took his work beyond statistical probability.

Buried deep in the historical files is also a 1964 report by the National Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomena research group – comprised of retired armed services chiefs. The document
lists UFO sightings across the globe and includes a mysterious case in Wigtownshire, Scotland, on
April 4, 1957.

It explains how three radar posts tracked a UFO
which “dove and circled” at between 60,000 and
14,000ft. The close encounter was described by
Wing Commander W P Whitworth: “Quite definitely, this was no freak.”
“It was an object of some substance and no mistake was made.”
Final recommendations in the report include
boosting attempts to communicate with extraterrestrials and even drafting ‘space law’ to govern how humans are to interact with aliens.
It concludes: “On the basis of the evidence in this
report, NICAP has concluded that UFOs are real
and that they appear to be intelligently controlled.
“We believe that it is a reasonable hypothesis
that UFOS (beyond those explainable as conventional objects or phenomena) are manifestations
of extra-terrestrial life.”

Then there are those pesky crop circles.
During the 1990s Doug Bower and Dave
Chorley hit the headlines across the world
with another campaign of misinformation.
They had the brazen nerve to claim it was
they who started the phenomenon using
some planks of wood, a baseball cap filled
with sand and a bit of wire to help them
flatten the crops in a straight line.

When in reality crop circles have been appearing in our fields since records began.
In fact, the first news report on the topic of
crop circles (then known as “fairy rings”) appeared way back in 1678 under the headline
“The Mowing Devil,” and have been in the public conversation ever since.

There are some other anomalous aspects to the crop circle arena.
These include the ability of the creators to leave the crops completely undamaged after
the intricate designs have been implemented (this ‘blasting’ has been replicated using
localized microwave heating, causing the water inside part of the stem to vaporize and,
thus, bend.)

The scale and size of the crop
circles has increased hugely
since the two pranksters set the
world up to believe their yarn.
This expansion began in 2001
when the Milk Hill Spiral circle
emerged overnight, during a
particularly damp and rainy
night.
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It was a staggering 902 ft in diameter, with 409 circles of differing sizes and created at the summit of a hill across undulating land. There was no mud from the shoes of the wet workers. And
all the crops survived.
But it’s not just the size of the circles that has wowed the “believers.” The messages contained
within some of the designs are at the least thought provoking, at the most totally out of this
world.
Take this alien face and accompanying spiral pattern, left in the fields at
Crabwood.
The spiral is in fact a complex code,
stemming from the middle of the
circle moving out counter clockwise
and all the while systematically using 9-bit code.

With this assumption, the spiral
contains a message:

“Beware the bearers of false gifts and their broken promises. Much pain, but still time. Believe! There is good out
there. We oppose deception. Conduit closing (bell sound.)”
The one thing we can take for certain from this event is
whoever made it is of first-class artistic and creative
ability along with possessing a knowledge of mathematics and technology to a point beyond belief.
To finish, we will look at just one more circle described
by one scientist as the most important crop circle of
our generation. It is particularly relevant in today’s climate, created in the middle of the 2020 season, as the
circle resembles COVID-19.
It also revealed details of sp8, a little known amino acid
sequence.
Given the Crabwood alien designer’s command of
mathematical knowledge, then this creator is a simply
a scientific genius. The amount of accurate science
contained within the circle is astounding:

1.

If you compare the image
of COVID-19, it is replicated in the crops with some
exactness.
There are three small envelope proteins (in blue on
both images) whose job it
is to assemble then
transport the virus to
where it needs to go on its
deadly journey.
There are also nine larger
spike proteins, whose job
is the opposite, targeting
our immune response to
infections with all kinds of
goodness: also represented in the crops.

2.

The accuracy doesn’t stop there.
Inside every living cell there are three types of RNA that amalgamate together to
form three larger ‘blobs.’ Not just are these RNA represented in the circle, part
of their function is to carry specific amino acids to their protein assembly. This is
where the crop circle goes from being overwhelmingly accurate, to entering
mind-blown territory.

3.

In the elongated spike protein that looks rather out of place, we see a magnified
version of the innards of that spike protein. In there we can see eight little lines.
It now transpires, some months after the creation of this circle, there is a particularly special element called sp8 that is linked to the production of CTLs.

4.

CTLs are a crucial part of the key to overcoming any illness, actively working on
our behalf to combat them head on. In the current vaccination trials, we have
now begun examining how sp8 will be used within the treatment of COVID in detailed scientific studies.

Either our crop circle maker is a genius with regard to immunology, even predicting the
future course for the treatment of the virus months ahead of the rest of the scientific
community.
Or it is about time we accept the help, from wherever it may have originated, and celebrate the fact that ETs life is right here – on Earth – right now.
The truth is out there. It’s just a matter of looking for it.

